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Microbiology / virology laboratories in the UK respond to a number of drivers to assure the quality of the work undertaken. Within an overall quality assurance framework, the Health Protection Agency (HPA) assumes a leadership and influencing role in clinical diagnostic and public health laboratories. The talk will describe how the Evaluations and Standards Laboratory (ESL) provides a service to labs in the UK and more widely in Europe and globally on many aspects of quality, focussing on three aspects: the development of national standard methods, assessment of medical and other healthcare related devices, and the use of internal quality control programmes for virology / serology. National Standard Methods, comprising standard operating procedures (mainly for bacteriology), clinical testing algorithms (mainly for virology / serology), overarching syndromic algorithms, and guidance notes are designed to guide clinical diagnostic microbiology and public health laboratories in their laboratory testing regimes. The collection of over 200 National Standard Methods have been drawn up under the curatorship of the HPA over the last ten years by multi professional working groups from professional organizations and laboratory networks from throughout the UK. National Standard Methods are well referenced, regularly updated and represent a good minimum standard for laboratories to comply with; they also help with complying with accreditation requirements. The documents undergo wide consultation with >1000 password holders worldwide and are freely available via the Internet www.evaluations-standards.org.uk. We have a close relationship with AMCLI and the methods have been translated into Italian and are freely accessible via the Italbioforma website http://fad.italbioforma.it/P5.asp.

The presentation will also describe how the HPA-Microbiological Diagnostics Assessment Service assesses the performance of microbiological in vitro diagnostic devices (IVDDs) and associated equipment used to diagnose and manage infection. The UK approach to evaluating medical devices will be described including some of the issues and dilemmas currently facing microbiology / virology in the UK. Another of our remits is developing quality control programmes and supplying quality control reagents to help laboratories monitor the performance of their kits and equipment. The benefits of such a system will be presented, highlighting some interesting findings showing the value of the monitoring.